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**Cookery**


**Crime**


**Economics**


**Environment**

History

   954.02 ERA

   954.03 PAR

   954.147 HAZ

Intelligence

   355.3432 NAI

International Relations

   327.54051 POL

   327.54051 ACR

   327.172 COL

Language

   491.456 PAT
Law

   345.02532 BAX

   340.1150954 MEN

   342.73 GRA

   341 ECO

   344.046 SAH

Library Science

   020 LIB

Literature

   822.33 SHA

   824 AND

   823 CHU

   823 DON
   823 GAL

   891.43 GAR

   891.43 GAR

   823 (Ind) STO

   821 (Ind) MUK

   821.8 MAP

   891.51 SCH

   823 TOL

   821 (Ind) WIG

**Military Science**

   355.4 CAW

**Philosophy**

   181.11 WEN
Politics


Reference


Religion

   294.3 AND

   200.1 WOR

   211.6 BIL

   294.5923 POD

   294.5 SIN

   294.6 OXF

Sociology

   305.6970954 BEI

   305.42 YOU

   305.420955 HON

   303.440954 THO
Terrorism


Travel and Descriptions
